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N AT U R A L H E A LT H F R O M T H E A L O E A N D T H E B E E H I V E
WOW! What a wonderful company. Forever are saying ‘thankyou’ to all of us with a reward card scheme. The Countdown scheme is also aimed at
helping our local shops by encouraging people to use them with local discounts, so this is a double benefit card. • As a man (!) I am constantly
surprised by the amount women pay for makeup. However, my daughter (17) helped me compare Forever’s products with apparently similar products
in the high street, and I quickly realised what good value Forever products are. My daughter is eagerly waiting to try the new Mineral Makeup, which I
believe is selling rather quickly. • MPD? I wouldn’t use anything else. Basically, it does what it says on the label, and it does that brilliantly.
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SIMPLY THE BEST

orever are so delighted that you are using their
products that they have partnered with
Countdown to offer you your very own Forever
Reward Card. This card comes with your essential
Forever savings guide and a local guide packed with
exclusive offers, and includes a unique money-back
guarantee promise.
To apply for a Forever Reward Card, simply order
a Forever Reward Pack (code 088) from your
Distributor, who will then guide you through the
application process. (Not currently available online.)

dvertising teaches us we ‘need’ many
different detergents for all the different
cleaning tasks we have. But that simply
isn’t true! Forever Multi-Purpose Detergent
can be used to wash clothes, dishes, floors,
work-surfaces, windows, mirrors, cars and
can safely be used in car windscreen washers.
It can even be used to wash dogs and horses!
It contains no phosphorous and is fully
biodegradable.
The long-lasting environmentally friendly
formula is perfect for dissolving grease and
grime around the home. At 29p a wash,
Forever MPD allows you to be
environmentally friendly without breaking the
bank! We are so confident that you will love
Forever MPD that we offer a 60 day money
back guarantee. Enjoy a cleaner, more
environmentally friendly home this Spring!

Forever Reward Pack
The Reward Pack (left) contains a selection of
personal care products, a product brochure and
information to register for the Reward Card. When
you receive your Reward Card it will be
personalised to you, which is Forever’s way of
thanking you for being a valued customer.
This card will potentially save you hundreds of
pounds a year on:
£ Shopping, home and family
£ Travel and accommodation
£ Food and drink
£ Motoring
£ Fitness, health and leisure
£ Vouchers and gift cards
The average family could potentially save £400–
£600 per year – there is no limit!

An Example of Yearly Savings
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The Forever Reward Card – brings you savings with
your regular shopping

NEW MAKEUP PRODUCTS FOR YOU TO TRY

T

o complement the Forever ‘Sonya’ range
we have the new Aloe Deep Moisturising
Cream. With pine bark extract
containing OPC’s (Oligomeric
Proanthocyanidins) which have
some of the strongest
antioxidant properties in nature,
this combats free radicals to
help preserve and strengthen
the skin’s collagen.
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The new Aloe Mineral Makeup glides on to
even out your complexion, minimising pores and
giving your skin a lustrous glow. Acting as a
concealer, foundation and powder all in one, this
multi-tasking powder seamlessly blends and
gives an ultimately natural-looking skin finish.
The Sonya Skincare Collection uses
superior ingredients designed to work together
synergistically to achieve beautiful, healthy,
radiant and soft skin.

Simon Hancock

NEW – Aloe Mineral Makeup.
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